Morphogenetic lung defects of JSAP1-deficient embryos proceeds via the disruptions of the normal expressions of cytoskeletal and chaperone proteins.
Recent studies have shown that JNK/stress-activated protein kinase-associated protein 1 (JSAP1)-deficient mice die from respiratory failure shortly after birth. To understand the underlying mechanism, we investigated the histological appearances and cell type changes in developing jsap1(-/-) lungs between E12.5 and E18.5. At the light microscopic level, no overt abnormality was detected in jsap1(-/-) until E16.5. However, alveoli and airway formations that normally occur after E16.5 were poorly advanced in jsap1(-/-). Despite these morphological defects, surfactant secreting cells labeled by anti-SP-B or anti-SP-C were present in normal ranges in jsap1(-/-) lungs. Smooth muscle alpha-actin expressing cells were also developed in jsap1(-/-) lungs, although actin expression was decreased. The expressions of transcriptional factors, such as, nuclear factor Ib (Nfib), N-myc, and octamer transcriptional factor 1 (Oct-1), which play a critical role in lung morphogenesis, were found to be down-regulated, whereas signal transducer and activator of transcription 3 (Stat3), sonic hedgehog (Shh), and smoothened (Smo) were up-regulated, in jsap1(-/-) lungs at E17.5-E18.5 compared with those in jsap1(+/+) lungs. Proteomics analysis of E17.5 lung identified 39 proteins with altered expressions, which included actin, tropomyosin, myosin light chain, vimentin, heat shock protein (Hsp27), and Hsp84. These results suggest that JSAP1 is required for the normal expressions of cytoskeletal and chaperone proteins in the developing lung, and that impaired expressions of these proteins might cause morphogenetic defects observed in jsap1(-/-) lungs.